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Marconi and His Trans-Atlantic "S" 
BY ED LYON 

Enthused by the successful transmission of signals from the Isle of Wight to a ship, the SS Lizard, about 200 miles 
away early in 1901, Marconi set his sights on an unprecedented trans-Atlantic wireless transmission. He claimed 
success in it: receiving signals sent from England to Canada on December 12, 1901; however, analysis of the 
experiment, to the extent possible today, shows that he could not have produced hearable signals at the time he 
tried, on the frequency he selected. But he might have succeeded anyway. 

Before Oliver Lodge had made it clear just how the 
concept of tuning worked in wireless stations, the 

operating frequencies were "automatically" selected 
by the physical characteristics of the antennas used. 
Most wireless operators had only a vague notion of 
how all this worked, but they learned at an early point 
that the receiving antenna and transmitting antenna 
had to be commensurate if satisfactory 
communications were to take place. Oliver Lodge's 
"invention" of syntony, or the tuning of the transmitter 
or receiver circuits by the use of inductors and 
capacitors, made it possible to frequency-match 
largely dissimilar antenna systems, and facilitate 
communications between shore stations and portable 
or ship-borne stations. Use of the wavemeter made 
such signal-matching possible. 

Of course, most of the pioneering wireless 
experimenters knew about syntony - even Hertz, in his 
laboratory, saw how he could change the frequency of 
the oscillations he produced, but he used tuned 
antennas, that is, antennas with embedded capacitive 

plates that could be adjusted in size to change the 
oscillation frequency. This is the way most 
communicators in the first decade of wireless got their 
transmitters and receivers to "talk to each other." 
Marconi followed this principle, and he also realized 
that the larger the antennas were, the more signal 
power was transferred from transmitting station to 
receiving station. Of course, the larger the antenna 
was, the lower was the operating frequency, since 
antenna height or area was directly linked with 
wavelength - or inverse frequency. Only after about 
1902 did Marconi regularly employ tuned circuits to 
his transmitters and receivers to force them to 
particular wavelengths or frequencies. 

In 1901, though, Marconi proposed to erect two 
stations for a planned earth-shaking experiment. His 
intention was to send signals all the way across the 
Atlantic, in both directions, so as to pave the way for a 
method to compete with the Anglo-American Cable 
Company's undersea telegraph cable. At Poldhu, on 

(Continued on page 3) 
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(Continued from page 1) 
the coast of Cornwall (about as close to North 
America as one could get, and still be in England), he 
erected a large transmitting station with receiving 
capabilities, as well. On the western end of the path he 
put a similar station, on Cape Cod, near South 
WelMeet, Massachusetts. The antennas for each 
station consisted of enormous inverted cones made up 
of wires. Each cone comprised 400 wires stretched 
from a point on the ground in the middle of a circle of 
20 masts, each 61 meters high and arranged in a 61-
meter-diameter circle, to a wire 
tops of the masts. Fig. 1 shows 
Poldhu, while the antenna was 

• 

ring connecting the 
this arrangement at 
under construction. 

Figure 1. Original Poldhu aerial with cone wires dan-
gling. 

Figure 2. Sketch of second Poldhu aerial, a flat trian-
gular -fan" monopole. 

Here the 400 wires are hanging straight down, having 
not yet been pulled to the central feed-point. The 
details of the antenna are of but academic interest, 
since, on 17 September, 1901, just a month before the 

trials were to begin, a storm collapsed the antenna at 
Poldhu, necessitating the hurried erection of a 
substitute antenna. 

The substitute antenna was far simpler, consisting of a 
pair of masts about 60 meters high and 60 meters 
apart, with their tops connected by a long cable. From 
this cable, Marconi claimed to have stretched 54 wires 
about 1 meter apart, coming together at a point on the 
transmitting building. This arrangement is sketched in 
Fig. 2. A well-published photograph of this antenna 
shows only 12 such wires, which would have made it 
less efficient, but the photo may have been retouched 
to show the fine wires at all, and 12 are as many as the 
artist felt like drawing. This fan-shaped antenna, with 
its "jigger' (feed transformer of poorly documented 
composition), would have resonated between 500 kHz 
and 850 kHz, right smack in the current broadcast 
band. On 26 November, 1901, while this antenna was 
being erected, another storm struck, this time on Cape 
Cod, destroying the antenna at WeMeet. These two 
original antennas were made of spliced poles (to attain 
the needed height), and guying was primarily radial to 
the circle of poles, leaving the tangential forces to be 
taken up by the wire ring at the top. Such designs are 
seldom seen today, because of the vulnerability to 
wind forces that tend to rotate the entire ring with 
respect to the base of the poles. 

Marconi's transmitter at Poldhu was said to be 
untuned, that is, it relied on the antenna's natural 
frequency response for its tuning. A year later, he 
would opt for a tuned transmitter, having a tuned 
closed circuit (an inductor and capacitor) with the 
inductor coupled to a secondary winding that fed the 
antenna, as in Fig. 3. The antenna circuit (the so-called 

(Continued on page 4) 
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(Continued from page 3) 
"open circuit") would be tuned to the same frequency 
as the closed circuit. For the moment, at Poldhu, 
though, the closed circuit was not tuned. 
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Figure 3. Marconi 1902 model transmitter schematic. 
Here he had learned to tune the primary by using the 
proper size condenser, relative to the aerial size. 

After the two storms less enterprising men would have 
given up the trials, but Marconi went ahead, at least on 
a one-way transmission test from England to North 
America. For the replacement antenna on the western 
end of the circuit he planned to use wires held aloft by 
big kites. One of the kites is shown with Kemp, his 
principal assistant, in Fig. 4. He decided to conduct the 
tests over a slightly shorter path, now, and substituted a 
high promontory (now called Signal Hill) at St. Johns, 
Newfoundland, for WelMeet as 
the receiving station. He sailed 
for Newfoundland with the kites, 
wires for the antenna, and several 
pieces of receiving apparatus. 
One of these was a new tuned 
receiver with a metal-filings 
(cobalt and carbon dust) coherer, and a second used an 
"Italian Navy" coherer with an untuned input 
transformer. The Italian Navy coherer, comprising a 
glass tube with a droplet of mercury wedged between 

one or more carbon plug(s) and an iron electrode, was 
battery-biased, and was fitted to a telephone receiver 
for audible detection of signals. A sketch of this type of 
coherer is shown in Fig. 5. It is attributed to Solari 

Figure 4. Kemp, holding a kite built for carrying the 
receiving aerial wire at St. Johns. 

in some texts, and to Castello in others. This figure 
shows Castello's version. 

Marconi's patented untuned receiver, which could use 
either the metal-filings coherer or his Italian Navy 
detector, relied on the natural tuning of the antenna to 

A IL A 

4110111.11,4,0"/.4r07- .47" 

C, 

Fig. 5. . Castello "Auto-Coherer" 

which it was attached. He set up the receivers in an old 
military hospital on Signal Hill in St. Johns. When he 
was ready for the trials, he wired Poldhu to send the 
letter "S" in Morse, repeatedly, for four hours straight, 
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each day, from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. 

The first kite launched, with its 155-meter wire "kite-
string," was carried away by the winds, so a second 
was launched, with a slightly shorter wire. The 
weather conditions were severe, as can be gathered 
from the photo in Fig. 6, showing Marconi (far left) 
and his assistants trying to launch the first kite. This 
wire would have resonated at about 500 kHz (and odd 
harmonics of 500 kHz), and it could feed either the 
tuned receiver or the untuned one. Marconi 
complained about the problems tuning the tunable 
receiver, and so he resorted to use of the untuned one. 
This receiver had to have been very insensitive, as we 
will see presently. The question arises whether 
Marconi could really have received the "S" signals 
across the Atlantic, on the fundamental frequency of 
either his transmitter or receiver antennas. 

A few years ago, a colleague of mine at work 
suggested repeating Marconi's experiment. He was 
keen on this sort of thing, and even wanted to go back 
to Bear's Den on the Catoctin Ridge in Virginia (across 
the Potomac from Point of Rocks, MD) to 

Figure 6. Marconi (far left) and his assistants trying to get a kite safely 
aloft at St. Johns. 

replicate Loomis's wireless communications tests of 
1872! To test whether Marconi could have succeeded, 
I thought it would be easier simply to bound the 
problem by seeing through circuit analysis if Marconi 
could have received any signal over an 1800-mile path 
from England, using his untuned receiver. As a crude 
estimating analogue, I connected a crystal set to a 350-
foot-long wire antenna strung to the top of a 100-ft 
tree, and to a driven ground. With this crude setup, but 
with the advantage of a tunable crystal set (Wm. Duck 
Navy loose coupler), I tried for several days to hear 
any broadcast station more than 1000 miles away 

during daylight hours. I used parts of the broadcast 
spectrum that were not used by local stations, and had 
no luck. At night it was a different story. Well after 
dark, when the ionospheric D-region disappears, 
broadcasters from all over the country can be heard on 
such a setup. Without tuning, though, local stations 
drown out all the more distant stations, night and day. 
My crystal set, with 8000-ohm headphones, had a 
measured sensitivity on the bench of roughly -96 dBw, 
for a 50%-tone-modulated signal. Marconi's untuned 
receiver could not have been this sensitive. 

But Marconi didn't have the problem of local 
stations—only local noise and the basic problem of 
poor receiver sensitivity. His choice of receiver, after 
finding the tunable set difficult to adjust (owing to the 
kite-wire blowing around in the wind) was the Italian 
Navy coherer, not really a coherer at all, but a crude 
rectifier (with bias voltage), feeding a single telephone 
earpiece. Marconi's telephone receiver had roughly 
2500 ohms impedance, and, connected to his untuned 
receiver, would have yielded a net overall sensitivity 
of perhaps -70 to -80 dBw. 

At the fundamental resonant frequency 
of the transmitting antenna at Poldhu, 
around 800-850 kHz, the transmitting 
station was likely transforming one 
kilowatt of RF power into a radiated 
signal of about 2.5 kilowatts ERP. At 
harmonics of this frequency, the antenna 
gain increases, because of the increasing 
electrical length of the antenna, but, at 
the same time this gain falls off in any 
given lobe, since the increased gain is 
shared by several elevation-angle-
separated lobes. This type of antenna 
also has a relatively constant radiation 
resistance at harmonic frequencies 
above 2 or 3 MHz, making it fairly 
efficient for all frequencies above its 
fundamental. We have to assume that 

with only the tuning afforded by the "jigger" coils and 
the antenna size, many harmonics of the fundamental 
frequency were generated. Basically, this type antenna 
is broad-band in tuning, and offers very little "Q" (or 
sharpness in tuning). 

The reason we are interested in the harmonics 
generated at Poldhu has to do with the way signals 
propagate across great distances, like from Poldhu to 
St. Johns. At 850 kHz, the signals travel away from 
the transmitter antenna two ways. First, there is a 
surface-wave mode, which clings to the earth's 
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surface, even though that surface is curved. At 850 
kHz, this mode is efficient for perhaps 200-300 miles, 
but beyond that distance, it suffers increasing 
attenuation or signal loss. Lower frequencies would 
propagate more efficiently in this mode. Second, there 
is a skywave mode, in which the signals follow a 
straight-line path away from the transmitter, which 
path takes them to higher and higher altitudes as the 
earth's surface curves away below. At altitudes 
between 20 and 80 km, the signals are either heavily 
attenuated by sunlit ionization of the lower ionosphere 
(only, of course, in daytime), or, if in darkness, are 
completely free of attenuation. The signals continue in 
a straight line until they are at 80-90 km altitude, 
where they are sharply refracted downward to return to 
earth. This latter mode, available only at night at 
frequencies as low as 850 kHz, is a strong propagation 
mode relatively free of attenuation. This is the reason 
AM broadcast stations halfway across the country are 
heard at night, usually interfering with each other. This 
low-loss skywave mode is also available during 
daylight conditions, but only at higher frequencies. 
Wireless developers of Marconi's day had no clear 
concept of these phenomena. 

Now, regarding Marconi's experiment, the signals at 
the fundamental frequency (say, 850 kHz) would have 
been attenuated severely, through daytime ionospheric 
absorption) in their passage across the ocean in broad 
daylight, which was the time of the test. This 
attenuation factor can be estimated to be in excess of 
60 dB for a path of the length involved ( 1800 miles). 
On the other hand, frequencies around 16 MHz (at 3 p. 
m.) or 12 MHz (as 7 p.m. approached) could have 
propagated across the Atlantic with but 4 to 6 dB 
attenuation due to ionospheric absorption. It is barely 
possible that Marconi did, in fact, receive the letter "S" 
signal from Poldhu, but not at all on the operating 
frequency planned. 

The aggregate of fundamental and harmonic signals 
produced a current in the transmitting antenna of 17.5 
Amperes, based on notes taken by Fleming [ 1] at 
Poldhu. The distribution of currents among all the 
radiated harmonics can be estimated through the 
technique of computer modeling of the antenna and 
transmitter, and several attempts at this have been 
done, the most recent by MacKeand in the 1990s. He 
reported at the International Conference on 100 Years 
of Radio held in London, 5-7 September, 1995 [2], that 
about 5 percent of the antenna current was at 
frequencies above 10 MHz. This places the power 
radiated at these high frequencies about 25 dB below 
that at the fundamental. But the absorptive losses at the 

harmonics above 10 MHz would have been 54 to 56 
dB lower than at the fundamental, yielding an 
improvement in the overall communications circuit of 
29 to 31 dB for the frequencies above 10 MHz. 
Incidentally, for the reader wanting a full picture of the 
transmitter setup at Poldhu, Thackeray has does a good 
job in the AWA Review, Vol. 7 [3]. 

If the fundamental frequency signal was radiated at 
about 2.5 kW effective radiated power, and with the 
absorptive path losses noted above and the usual 
geometric spreading losses due to the 1800-mile 
propagation path, Marconi would have had a signal 
strength, measured at his receiver input, of about - 123 
dBw at the fundamental and - 112 dBw at frequencies 
from 10 MHz to 16 MHz. These are median received-
power figures (of log-normal statistical distributions), 
so that the actual signal strengths received could have 
varied from these numbers, in either direction, by 15 to 
20 dB at the one-percentile level. In addition, we can 
give the telephone earpiece, together with the filtering 
capability of human hearing, another 10 decibels of 
"processing gain." This generous treatment still fails to 
allow the fundamental frequency signal to rise to an 
audible level at St. Johns, but it does allow the 
shortwave ( 12 to 16 MHz) harmonic to arrive at St. 
Johns at a level sufficient to be heard about one 
percent of the time. 

Marconi later used the same Poldhu transmitter setup 
to send signals to him aboard the SS Philadelphia, 
where he used a carefully tuned antenna and receiver. 
With this setup, estimated to be some 20 dB more 
sensitive than that at St. Johns, he could receive 
readable signals at distances of 1350 miles from 
Poldhu at night, but only about 820 miles in daytime 
conditions, all using the fundamental frequency. This 
performance is entirely consistent with the notion that 
he did not receive the intended trans-Atlantic letter "S" 
transmissions in 1901 but, instead, spurious harmonic 
emissions from his transmitter. These emissions were 
in the shortwave band, on frequencies which would not 
be knowingly revisited for another 25 years, after the 
amateurs had explored these shortwave bands, and a 
few scientists took notice of it. 

References: 
[1] Fleming, J. A., The Principles of Electric Wave 
Telegraphy and Telephony, Longmans-Green, London. 
[2] International Conference on 100 Years of Radio, 
Conference Publication 411, pp 26-31, 5-7 September, 
1995, IEE, Savoy Place, London. 
[3] Thackeray, D., AWA Review, Vol. 7, pp. 29-44, 
1992, AWA, Holcomb, NY.11 
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ON THE MUM 

STAYING ON IT 

BY ED LYON 

Last year, at RadioActivity — 2000, the Carolinas 
Chapter of AWA did our club a favor in the form of 
Bob Lozier's presentation of a flying spot television 
system. Ed Lyon repaid the favor this spring at 
Charlotte, with his presentation of radio and radar 
countermeasures in the Second World War This 
subject, along with the theme of this year's 
RadioActivity meet — Bendix — brings to mind the 
subject of guidance of aircraft in poor visibility or at 
night, a subject in which Bendix excelled, and in 
which the German Luftwaffe had tried practically 
everything imaginable. 

During the mid 1930s efforts were underway in 
Germany, England, and the US toward develop-

ing a radio guidance system for commercial aircraft. It 
was becoming clear that the then-current technique of 
direction-finding on AM broadcast stations, from the 
radio operator's position in the aircraft, was 
inadequate. Although it worked quite well while the 
plane was at cruising altitude in that it told the 
operator where the plane was located, it had many 
shortcomings. Accuracy was often poor, since the 
operator worked on locating a silent spot or null in 
rotating his loop antenna, and finding a silent spot in a 
weak (and sometimes fading) station's response was 
somewhat of a cruel joke. It also required some 
expertise and patience to do all one's navigation by 
direction-finding on radio stations. Amelia Earhart and 
Fred Noonan, for example, never mastered the 
technique, and paid the ultimate price for it. 

The increasing density of air traffic also meant that 
planes would have to be confined to patterns of 
"skyways" in the air, and could not be allowed to roam 
freely or fly necessarily direct routes from one city to 
a destination city. Radio beacons initially seemed to be 
the answer, just as the visual beacons (rotating 
spotlights at airports) enabled fliers to find their 
landing fields. The first beacons were simple upward-
directed signals, such that if a plane overflew one, the 
beacon receiver in the plane would register the 
identification of that beacon. But these beacons only 
worked over land, and if you ever got too far off 
course, finding your way back might be difficult. 

Clearly there had to be a better way. In this country the 
CAA (predecessor to the FAA) cooperated with RCA, 

Western Electric, Lear Radio, and Bendix in the 
development of a system of "A-N" beams in which a 
pair of "figure-eight" radio beams pointed the way 
from one skyway intersection to another. On one side 
of the skyway the beam transmitted a Morse "N" 
while on the adjacent beam was transmitted a Morse 
"A," synchronized with the "N." A plane flying "the 
seam" between the two beams heard a solid tone — the 
"A" interlaced with the "N." Fig. 1 shows such a 
beacon, schematically. Companies like Western 
Electric and Bendix later automated these beam 
systems so the A-N signals operated pilot's 
instruments, and didn't have to be interpreted by aural 
methods. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of a crossed "A-N" beam system 
used in air navigation. Note that the "A" and "N" 
beams are actually separate figure-8 antenna 
patterns. 
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In Germany, the same sort of system was under 
development, but with a heightened urgency. The 
Luftwaffe, which had smoothly grown out of Luft 
Hansa, the nationalized airline, wanted a guidance 
system to permit foul-weather and nighttime bombing 
of their enemies. When the Battle of Britain 
commenced in 1940, and the Luftwaffe discovered the 
tenacity of RAF Fighter Command, they resorted to 
night attacks, and had to put these beam systems to 
work. They had to be resilient, too, since they could 
expect the British to discover and try to disable these 
beams, given enough time. The see-saw battle of the 
beams was on. 

First the Luftwaffe used Lorenz — a 200-900 kHz 
system of simple beams directed to target cities in 
England. Bomber planes had loop antennas and 
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Figure 2. Early " Flightray" system of radio beam-plus-beacons. 

straightforward medium-frequency receivers like the 
FuG-10 to guide them toward targets. 

The British put together a group of scientists under R. 
V. Jones to discover how the Germans found targets at 
night, and once the Lorenz beam was found it was 
countered with meacons (masked beacons). Each was 
a receiver-transmitter pair, separated by 5 miles. Each 
receiver fed its cooperating transmitter through a five-
mile coaxial cable. These retransmissions caused 
reception in the planes to be diverted in direction, 
destroying the nulls found by the loop antennas, and 
led to confusion in location. 

The Germans countered with Knickebein, in which 
transmitter pairs sent, respectively, dots and dashes, 

along parallel beams. Planes flying the seam would get 
continuous signals. (This was like the American A-N 
system.) The British searched for, and then found this 
system, which they called "Headache." 

The English responded by intercepting one of the 
transmissions (either the dot or dash) and 
retransmitting it, strengthening one side of beam, thus 
bending the beam, in effect. This was called Aspirin. 

Germans reacted by introducing X-Gerüt, called by the 
British, "Ruffian," a 24-hr-per-day propaganda 
broadcast, which switched from a wide-area broadcast 
to a narrow beam aimed at the target. German bombers 
knew of the broadcasts, and had to be at a proper 
"jumping-off" point just as the transmission changed 
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LadioActivítv 2001 

MID-ATLANTIC ANTIQUE RADIO CLUB 

JUNE 14 TO 16, 2001 

Keep these dates open for MAARC's 
RadioActivity 200I—the premier East Coast 

radio meet. 

The event is at the same hotel as last year, the 
Sheraton College Park in Beltsville, Maryland, 
located at Exit 29B (Rt. 212) off I-95 between 
Washington and Baltimore. The hotel is on the 
southwest corner of the interchange. 

Hotel reservations are separate from meet 
registrations. Make your hotel reservations directly 
with the hotel using the hotel 
reservation card on the last page of 
this pull-out. Hotel reservations 
must be received by May 14 for 
the discount rate. Book 
early—last year the hotel filled up! 

Pre-registrations for the meet 
must be mailed to MAARC on or 
before June 2 to qualify for the 
discounted rate. Note: the registration fee includes 
spouse or fiancé and children they do not need to 
register. (But banquet tickets must be purchased 
individually.) A final schedule showing all room 
assignments for the meet events will be handed out 
at the meet. 

Bendix will be the theme for this year's meet. 
There will be a special contest category for Bendix 
radios (which were made in Maryland). So, dig out 
your best Bendix and start shining it up. There will 
be a session on wood cabinet refinishing organized 
by Geoff Shearer on Friday morning and a seminar 
on radio repair led by Ed Lyon on Friday afternoon. 

The registration desk opens at 11 a.m., Thursday, 
June 14, and the Radio Trader's Mart (flea 
market) begins precisely at noon that day. We 
expect this year's flea market turnout to be even 
larger than last year. Purchase as many flea market 
parking spaces as you like—there are plenty 
available. Spaces taken on a first-come, first-served 
basis. If you and a friend wish to have adjacent 
spaces, coordinate your arrival times. If you vacate 
your space, someone else may take it before you 

return. However, there are plenty of spaces and all 
are "good" spaces. 

Sellers must display the flea market registration 
card in the vehicle window. Don't unpack your car 
until you have registered! For your convenience, 
there will be a wandering registrar in the flea market 
area at the start of the meet in addition to the inside 
registration desk. 

There will be a splendid Old Equipment Contest 
on Friday, and the famous RadioActivity Auction 

on Saturday (regular auction plus 
silent auction). In addition, we will 
hold a tube, parts, and ephemera 
auction Thursday evening. At this 
meet MAARC will be auctioning 
radios, parts and other items from 
the collection of MAARC member 
Curtis Marshall, who is phasing out 
of his radio hobby. 

The Friday night banquet will feature some fine 
door prizes and a talk by our President, Ed Lyon, on 
the history of Bendix Radio. There will be a display 
of Bendix radios at the banquet, too. Banquet tickets 
for the buffet meal are $20 each. A cash bar/social 
hour will precede the banquet. We anticipate only a 
few banquet tickets for sale at the door, so best to 
pre-register. 

On Saturday morning, for the first time, we will be 
featuring an event called "Old Radio Round-up." 
It will be publicized in the local newspapers and on 
radio stations. We will encourage the general public 
to come by with old radios from attics and 
basements. Experts will be on duty to provide 
appraisals, information about the radio, and advice 
on restoration or sales. Members of the general 
public who wish to sell radios can put them in the 
auction that afternoon. We hope this will encourage 
the non-radio-collecting public to dig out those rare 
radios and make our auction more interesting. 

Don't miss this event. RadioActivity 2001 will 
certainly be memorable!• 



LatlioActivitv 2001 

Schedule 

Date Time Event Location 

14 June 
(Thursday) 

11 a.m. Conference registration desk opens 
Rear of hotel 

Noon Flea MAARC-et Opens Parking lot (behind hotel) 

6 p.m. Auction consignment begins 
Ballroom 

7 to 9 p.m. Tubes, parts, and ephemera auction 
Ballroom 

15 June 
(Friday) 

6 a.m. Flea MAARC-et Opens 
Parking lot 

7 a.m. Conference registration desk re-opens Rear of hotel 

7:30 a.m. Free coffee, donuts 
Parking lot 

9 a.m. Old Equipment Contest check-in Hotel 

10 a.m. Seminar: Geoff Shearer, Cabinet Refinishing Hotel 

1 p.m. Seminar: Ed Lyon, Radio Repair Hotel 

2 to 5 p.m. Old Equipment Contest viewing/voting Hotel 

6 p.m. Social Hour, cash bar Hotel 

7 to 9 p.m. Banquet (Talk on Bendix Radio) Hotel 

16 June 
(Saturday) 

7 a.m. Flea MAARC-et opens Parking lot 

7 a.m. Conference registration desk re-opens Pre-function area 

8 a.m. Auction consignment begins Ballroom 

8 to 10 a.m. Old Equipment Contest clear-out Hotel 

9 a.m. to Noon Old Radio Round-up Hotel 

10:30 a.m. Silent Auction consignment ends Ballroom 

11 a.m. Silent Auction ends Ballroom 

Noon Regular Auction consignment ends Hotel 

1 to 3:30 p.m. Regular Auction Ballroom 

Old Equipment Contest Categories 

1. Bendix radios. Theme category. 

2. Red radios. Must have been primarily red when it 
left the factory, not painted later. 

3. Speakers, headphones, and microphones. 

4. Tube audio equipment. Bring in your mint 
McIntosh amplifier. 

5. Rare or unusual tubes. Either a single tube or a 
group of related tubes. Put them under glass or 
Plexiglas for security and to protect them from harm. 

6. Radios with chrome grilles or trim. 

7. Advertising and ephemera. 

8. Pre-World War Il commercial ham equipment. 



9. Radios with clocks in them. 

10. Foreign radios. 

11. Tools of the trade. This could be anything a radio 
service technician might have taken along on a house 

call years ago—a Philco cabinet touch-up kit, a 
Supreme Diagnometer, a Rider Chanalyst, a Fada drop 
cloth, a National Union tube caddy, or even on of 
those Philco chassis mallets pictured in a recent 
Radio Age. 

12. Radios with a story. In this category, it is not the 
radio that counts as much as the story behind it. It 
could be the last radio to come off the Atwater Kent 
assembly line, a radio owned by FDR, or whatever. 
But, to score anything in this category, you MUST 
have documentation to verify the story. 

13. Plastic radios at least 50 years old. 

14. Best restoration of a basket case. You must have 
good photos showing the "before" and "after" and 
describe the restoration. For this category, the 
weighting is different. Key factors are the difficulty of 
restoration, the appearance of the final product, and 
the documentation of the restoration. 

15. Open category for museum-quality items. If you 
have something that is truly unusual but it does not fit 
into any of the above categories, bring it along anyway 
and enter it in this category. 

You may enter more than one item in a given category, 
and there is no limit to the number of categories to 
which you can submit entries.• 

Old Equipment Contest Guidelines 

The OEC judges use the following scoring weights. 
During the viewing period, people can vote for their 
favorite display (the "People's Choice"). 

A. [0-10 pts] General Appearance. Is item restored, 
cleaned, and generally presentable, or just "as-found?" 

B. [0-10 pts] Item Rarity. Not as important as auth-
enticity, but it counts for the item to be relatively hard 
to find. 

C. [0-20 pts] Authenticity. How much of the item is 
demonstrably authentic and not modified? Docu-
mentation may be crucial. 

D. [0-40 pts] Documentation. Critical to winning blue 
ribbon; impossible without it. Ads, journal articles, 

books, schematics, news clips, description of historical 
significance of the item all help. 

E. [0-10 pts] Entrant Effort. How much was done by 
entrant, based on appearance and documentation? 

F. [0-10 pts] Qualitative Bonus. The bonus is based 
on judges' judgment and experience. 

Entries (except as noted below for advertising devices) 
must be able to fit on a table and take up no more than 
3' x 5' of table space. No consoles) Advertising 
(category 7) may be wall-mounted or floor standing, 
but entrant must supply easel or stand, because no 
mountings are permitted to be fastened to the walls.• 

MAARC's Auction and Flea Market Policies 

MAARC's auction commission is 10 percent of the 
selling price with a minimum of $1 and an upper limit 
of $25. So if you sell a $5,000 radio, you pay a 
commission of only $25. There is a minimum bid of 
$10 per item for both the Thursday night auction and 
the regular auction. You will need to batch items so 
that each lot will bring more than $ 10. Sell your boxes 
of junk at the flea market, not at the auction. (The 
silent auctions do not have a minimum bid.) 

We permit sellers to specify a minimum selling price. 
But, lest we inhibit initial bids, we do not announce 
the minimum price, mentioning it only in cases where 
the last bid is nearly at the minimum amount, in which 
case we give the highest bidder an opportunity to up 
the bid (or let the seller drop the minimum selling 
price). MAARC reserves the right to terminate 
consignment early if the number of items becomes too 
large to handle. 

Items that (in the judgment of the auction officials) are 
not likely to sell for more than $ 10 will be diverted to 
the silent auctions. Silent auctions will close prior to 
the start of the regular auctions. (You may place more 
expensive items in the silent auction, too.)• 

Important Notice 

If you are the seller, do not leave the 
auction before all of your items are sold! 
If you consign an item that does not sell, 
and you leave before the end of the 
auction, the item will be placed in the 
dumpster!• 



Please note that this insert will be provided in both the April and May issues of Radio Age. When you detach 
the return forms below, the information on the back of this form will be available from the other issue. 

Copies of the OEC categories and rules and the meeting schedule will be available at registration. 

On or prior to June 2, 2001, mail the upper part of this form, with your check payable to MAARC, to: 

Brian Belanger, 5730 Avery Park Drive, Rockville, MD 20855-1738 
Phone (301) 258-0708, Email bcbelanger@aol.com, Fax (301) 947-3338 

After June 2, please complete this form and bring it to the registration desk at the conference. 
(Spouses/children do not need to register.) 

Item 

$10 

] $20 each 

paces) $10 each 

ble to MAARC. 

Fee Amount Enclosed 

Registration mailed on or before June 2 $5 

Registration at desk 

Banquet tickets: number wanted [ 

Flea Market spaces ( no assigned s 
Number of spaces wanted [ ] 

Total enclosed. Make check paya 

Name 

Address   

City   

Email Address 

State 

Hotel where you will stay for RadioActivity 2001 

Zip  Phone ( _ 

Send the upper part of this sheet to Brian Belanger, address above. 
(You will not receive a registration co1Jmation in the mail.) 

Return this hotel registration form to: 

Sheraton College Park—Group Reservations 
4095 Powder Mill Road, Beltsville, MD 20705 
(800) 325-3535 or (301) 937-4422 

 Detach Here 

CN 

te7S  

***Hotel reservation cutoff date: May 14, 2000*** 

Rates: Single: $87 Double: $87 Plus 10% tax 
Group: Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club 
Group Number: ABQ 

•( 

Name   Phone ( 

Address   

City   State  Zip  

Arrival Date   Total # Rooms   # Nights   # People   

2-double bed rooms   1-king bed rooms   Smoking   Non-smoking   

Credit Card #   Expiration Date   

Cardholder Name 

1 



from omnidirectional to the narrow-beam mode. The 
bombers followed the beam from the moment it 
switched to the narrow mode. Then a crossing beam 
from a more northerly location (such as in Holland) 
was transmitted which marked the bomb-release point. 

The British again searched for the new beam based on 
captured equipment in shot-down German bombers. 
They again used retransmissions to distort the beams, 
causing German bombers to dump their loads in 
harmless places. 

The Germans resorted to conventional high-quality 
navigational aids and well-trained ex-airliner crews to 
fly "pathfinder" flights. These lead bombers found the 
target cities by brute-force celestial navigation and set 
off magnesium bombs on target, so large formations of 
following bombers could home on the bright fires. 

The British countered with set fires (Starfish) and 
flares in open fields to divert bomb drops. 

Finally the Germans started using Benito, in which 
VHF FM radio was used by German secret agents in 
England to talk the bombers onto proper routes to 
targets. 

The British eventually (after almost six months) 
caught on to FM, and set up duplicate stations manned 
by BBC linguists that were used to confuse the 
bomber crews. By this time the Germans were hard 
pressed to carry out effective bombing raids, and were 
in a decidedly defensive posture for the rest of the war. 
Only when they sent aloft their purely ballistic V-2 
vengeance weapons did the British not respond with 
typical aplomb (and effective countermeasures). When 
these missiles began dropping on England, leftover 
R&D radio instrumentation (telemetry) found in the 
wreckage of some of the weapons misled the British 
into thinking these rockets were radio-guided. There 
ensued a frantic jamming effort that bled valuable 
resources from the real problem of jamming German 
flak-guidance radars. Cooler heads eventually 
prevailed, and the launching and assembly facilities 
were attacked more thoroughly, instead of continuing 
the jamming. 

The conclusion of the war allowed the pre-war 
navigational beam systems throughout the world to 
continue in their advancement, mainly out of the LF 
and MF bands and into the VHF arena, where far 
fewer aberrations in propagation would exist. The 
VHF Omni-Range (VOR) system, already tested 
before the war, became a world-wide standard for 

point-to-point navigation. It was combined with a 
VHF airport "localizer" (LOC) beacon so that aircraft 
could fly a VOR beam to a standardized beacon 
location perhaps 25 or 30 miles from an airport, then 
pick up the LOC beam directly to the airport. The 
LOC beam was lined up with the proper approach to 
the primary runway, allowing the aircraft to transition 
smoothly to an automated landing mode. In this latter 
mode, the plane flies a directional beam (localizer) to 
maintain a proper heading aligned with the runway, 
and a glide-path beam that keeps the plane on a 
straight-line slope to the runway. 

The glide path beam required considerable research 
before becoming finalized. Radio engineers favored 
constant-slope beams that would bring the plane in 
along a path considered too steep to be satisfying to 
passengers, at least at airports in rolling countryside. 
Such beams were easy to create, relative to the types 
preferred by pilots and passengers, which were steep 
at great distances from the runway, but which then 
flattened out (flared) as the plane came closer to the 
runway. The basic patterns for a rudimentary glide 
slope beam method had been developed before the war 
by Lorenz in Europe, and separately, in America by 
Sperry, Lear Radio, and Bendix, but the fine details of 
passenger comfort and pilot preferences were far from 
the minds of these early developers. Fig. 2 illustrates 
the 1939 Sperry system, for example, showing the 
idealized constant-slope VHF beam as a narrow 
"tube" down which the plane would glide to a landing. 
One concept in these older methods would prove 
sound — and durable. That was the concept of inner 
and outer marker beacons to signal to the pilot when 
he was at specific distances from the runway. These 
radio beacons remain in the beam-riding instrument 
landing systems of today.B 

Radio Age Bonus Offer! 

One Month FREE for 
Early Renewal! 

If you renew your MAARC membership before the 
month shown on your mailing label (your expiration 

month), you will receive an extra month of 
Radio Age! 

13 issues for the price of 12, 
26 issues for the price of 25, etc. 
Check your mailing label and 
renew early—don't miss out! 
(Renewal notices are mailed 

30 days before your 
renewal month.) 
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Is your Bendix ready for the Old Equipment 
Contest at RadioActivity 2CC1I? 

A Nasty Turn of Events—or— 
'Wow, That's Some Hot Radio!' 

by Ed Lyon 

When you decide to sell that restored radio to someone 
not in the radio-collecting community, you've got to be 
very careful in the restoration and in instructing the 
buyer how to use the radio. Sometimes nothing works. 

Geoff Shearer is a collector who restores his radios 
himself. Oh, sure, sometimes he gets help from 

someone when he runs into a tough repair problem or a 
cabinet finishing job that requires special treatment. 
Not too long ago he restored a Motorola 101C31 
console radio, making the cabinet look like showroom-
new, but running into some trouble with the 
bandswitch. 

This radio has a broadcast band and two shortwave 
bands, the lower-frequency one called the "Police" 
band. An experienced repairman-friend of Geoff s 
offered to fix the problem in the chassis, and 
subsequently returned the chassis to Geoff in good 
working order. One of the things he did was to "... 
spritz some WD-40 into the bandswitch to clean its 
contacts." Geoff installed the chassis, checked the set 
out, and delivered it to a family who had fallen in love 
with the cabinet. On the first day they had the radio the 
new owners turned it on and were enjoying some 
foreign broadcast on shortwave when they noticed 
smoke, then fire, coming from the back of the set. 
Luckily they had time to remove it to the outdoors and 

spray the radio interior with a dry-type fire 
extinguisher. Luckily they weren't in another room at 
the time. Luckily they hadn't dashed out for a pizza. 
Lucky, lucky, lucky. 

The radio chassis was gutted by the fire, from the 
front-end throughout the whole underside, but really 
burned away in the RF section. We cannot tell exactly 
how the problem developed, but it seems clear that the 
bandswitch was involved early in the fire. One section 
of this switch, the part that had caused Geoff the 
original trouble, switches B+ (over 250 volts) to the 
plate return of the first RF amplifier interstage 
transformer for the broadcast band. Geoff s problem 
was the tight spacing among the terminals in this 
rotary switch, and sparking in the contacts. The rotary 
wafer switch was not robust enough to be switching 
B+ voltages and B— voltages on the same wafer. We 
are tending to believe that the WD-40, which is 
reportedly primarily kerosene, had saturated the switch 
wafer material (paper-based phenolic) and ignited 
when the switch sparked over the first time the new 
owner tried it. 

Lessons here: Don't use WD-40 as a switch or volume 
control cleaner. DE-OXIT is far better, although five 
times as expensive. But then, a can will last almost 
two lifetimes. Next lesson is don't give or sell your old 
radio as a standard piece of household entertainment. 
While a collector might use his or her 60-year-old set 
daily, an uninformed user might not be attentive to 
little signs of distress or to the voltage stresses in those 
old components relative to modern-day electronics. 
And we aren't even going to mention liability issues. 
Unless you know the radio's interior explicitly, and can 
attest to its inherent robustness, even you shouldn't 
operate those old sets, especially unattended. 

Incidentally, the Motorola 101C31 does come with a 
built-in 2-Ampere fuse — which did not blow. But 
anyone who has experienced electrical fires will tell 
you that a fire is a comfortable electrical load for 
practically any circuit. Back in 1967, overseas, I was 
sitting at a 3-megawatt transmitter console when a pair 
of elements of the transmitting antenna arced over, 
setting the feedlines on fire. Never had the transmitter 
enjoyed a milder VSWR, meaning that the transmitter 
just loved the well-behaved impedance represented by 
the arc, relative to the vicissitudes of a complex 
antenna. In fact, this was our first indication that 
something was wrong: the transmitter was entirely too 
happy. The same might be true of a B+ supply; an arc 
is probably a comfortable load for one of these 
supplies.• 
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Tube Lore Supolemental Data 

BY ED LYON 

In Tube Lore, Ludwell Sibley has done a masterful job of presenting, in Ed McMahon 's words, "... all the data on 
every possible electron tube in the entire universe," to which the Great Karnac would reply, "Not so, Smirnoff-

breath." We've found a few more obscure tubes in flea market shopping recently. 

1. Microtubes: Early subminiatures, or specialty or VT-
fuze electronics? 
The tiny tubes shown here, new in their box-of-three, are 
type M54, which Tube Lore says is the same as type 3403, 
made by Microtubes, Inc. I found these, along with an-
other similar box-of-three type M74 (like type 3401) in a 
yard sale some years ago. I wondered who the heck Micro-
tubes might be, so I called Lud Sibley. Evenually he found 
an answer from Bob Adler. Microtubes, Inc., a Chicago 
outfit, made tiny tubes for hearing aids before WW2, and at 
the outbreak of the war, found they could continue to make 
them, as a part of the civilian war effort. It seems that hear-
ing aids were not only permitted civilian electronics prod-
ucts, but they were encouraged, as remedies for disabilities 
which might prevent a hard-of-hearing person from work-
ing a job for the war effort. This attracted Zenith's atten-

tion, and they bought the company. 

2. And speaking of hearing aids, there was 
Sonotone of Elmsford, NY, who began in about 
1931 and by 1940 had two subminiature tubes in 
development, so they became a mass-producer of 
subminiatures after the war. This tiny audio output 
tube is just about the same, in performance, as the 
6V6, at 110-v plate voltage. It is a 6224, a carton 
of 20 of them having been found in a flea market a 
few weeks ago. In the same flea market were sev-
eral other box lots of tubes, most of them industrial 
and military, including klystrons and magnetrons, 
and many, many subminiatures. 

3. Raytheon's CK-series of tubes and semi-
conductors were made in many configurations, 
and Lud has most of them listed. But here is an-
other. It is the CK-623CX, labeled by hand on 
those semitransparent labels Raytheon used on 
many of their subminiatures. In this case, a box 
of 20 was found, all new, but unboxed. They 
had been in an egg-crate type of carton with 
cardboard dividers, which was disintegrating. 
Anybody know what the CK-623CX is? 
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4. Then, there were a couple more Sylvania types 
having strange numbering. One was an SN954 half-
wave power rectifier. It looks, internally, like the 5995, 
and it has the same characteristics - same heater ratings, 
similar cathode, and same 25-v voltage-drop under 
actual test on a bench power supply, but it has a 4-lead 
button-base rather than the 5995's flat-press, and the 
leads seem to be almost random in their spacing. Here 
is a tube designed to be hard-wired into its circuit, as no 
socket would fit its pinout. Wasn't the 6K4 
subminiature also pinned-out in this fashion? 

5. The other Sylvania offering was a small box filled 
with NOS type SN1007B tubes. Under a jeweler's 
loupe this tube looks like a pentode with the same 
pinout as the 5901, and it seems to heat up properly 
with 6.3 volts on the heater. The cathode is very 
wide, and there are seemingly beam-forming plates 
connected to the cathode. At zero bias, the tube drew 
20 mA with 45 volts on what I think might be the 
screen and plate (tied together), so it seems robust 
enough to compete with the 6K6 or similar tube. If 
the little "wings" on the sides of the tube are beam-
forming plates, maybe this is a power output tube at 
that. 

While most of these tubes were designed for military and industrial uses, some, like the Microtubes and the 
Raytheon CK-series, were made expressly for hearing aids, domestic radios, or instruments. The industrial tubes, 
like the 6224, for example, combine terrific performance and very long life in a small package. During the 
Korean War, for example, I had experience with the Bendix AN/ARC-44 aircraft radio and the Hughes E-4 fire 
control radar, both of which used dozens of these subminiature tubes, all soldered directly into the circuits, and 
all very reliable. But did they run hot!!• 

For The Record 

For the second year running, MAARC held its April meeting 
in Northern Virginia at the Sully Station Community Center. 
Thanks go once again to Vice President Geoff Shearer for 
making all the anavngements and even footing the bill for 
use of the facility. Geoff and Wendy held an open house 
after the meeting for those interested in having a look at 
their fine collection of . . . well . . . old radios of course. 
Truth be told, Wendy also collects ceramic figurines, and 
they are worth a look-see on their own merits. But Geoff's 
15-tube, shutter-dial Zenith Console in superb original finish 
is OUT OF THIS WORLD! 

In the meeting proper, 63 radio fans showed up, including 

several non-members who were immediately cornered by 
our Membership Chair and successfully pressed to join! In 
the Show and Tell, Brian Belanger showed a modest two-
band Howard wood table set from the '40s that he acquired 
(rescued) at a previous meeting auction for next to nothing 
and carefully cleaned and restored to A-1 condition. It turned 
out to be a very handsome set and a super player, with it's 6-
tube circuit and large oval speaker. 

For the main presentation, Domi Sanchez gave a very 
informative, live demo of how to list radios on ebay, 
complete with quality photographs. This was a very useful 
demonstration, especially for anyone who has yet to sell on 
ebay. 

Just one more regular meeting before RadioActivItv 2001.13 
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T/I,Gt bfts 
Alan Douglas got a kick out of 
Leighton Greenough's article last 
month. That was the one about the 
trick played on the RCA engineers 
by someone slipping a blue painted 
banana into a fruit arrangement used 
as a still-life for an early color TV 
test. Alan wrote: 

Hi, 

Leighton Greenough mentioned the "blue 
bananas" gag in the April issue. There is a more 
detailed account in George H. Brown's auto-
biography And Part Of Which I Was: Recol-
lections of a Research Engineer (1982), on pages 
225 & 226. You can't do much better than this, 
because George was the one who painted the 
bananas! 

Cheers, Alan 

In the Saturday morning hustle and bustle to 
prepare for the big auction at RadioActivity-2001, 
several MAARC experts will be advising radio 
owners regarding the worth and potential of their 
old radio, "Antiques Roadshow"-style. The local 
newspapers and radio stations will be carrying ads 
featuring our "Old Radio Roundup," which we 
hope will bring some rare old pieces out into the 
light. Owners will be advised as to value, 
refinishing hints, repair potential, and rarity of 
their sets, and they will be permitted to enter their 
radio in the forthcoming auction, scheduled for a 
start just after lunchtime. 

Your editor has had an article on the use of 
television during the second world war in 
preparation now for the past three years, but 
needs good crisp photographs of the TV receivers 
and transmitters involved. Several television 
applications are featured in the article, including 
the guidance of AZON "smart bombs." If anyone 
has some nice photos of such militarized 
television gear, email them to an editor. 

"And now...the news." Familiar lead-in heard 
nearly every day by millions of radio listeners all 
over the world. But during conflicts the news 
broadcasts brought sometimes good—and 
sometimes bad—results, depending on whose side 
exploited the news. During the Falklands conflict 
in the spring of 1982, Argentine forces relied on 
the radio newscasters to keep them informed as to 
the disposition of British Sea Harrier patrol 
flights. By avoiding the areas populated by Sea 
Harriers, the Argentine A-4 bombers could sneak 
through to try their luck against the Royal Navy's 
ships. Then when the British started flying 
Nimrod reconnaissance flights near the coastline 
of Argentina, they deliberately leaked information 
to the radio broadcasters that these Nimrod planes 
were heavily armed with deadly Sidewinder 
missiles, hoping the Argentine fighter planes 
would give these flights wide berth. It worked. 

The design of 1942 radios for the home was well 
under way in mid- 1941, before this country was 
actually at war. The industry had been given the 
word, however: reduce the use of critical 
materials by 75 to 90 percent. Critical materials 
included aluminum and copper, and so 
considerable engineering effort was spent in 
redesign of components to save these materials. 
Instead of aluminum rotor plates in variable 
capacitors, for example, plated steel plates were 
being designed. The amount of copper wire in 
coils was reduced, largely by increasing the size 
of ferrite slug inside the coil. Another critical 
material was phenolic plastic, like Bakelite. Thus 
there was a return to wood cabinets for table 
radios, as the "soft" plastics had not yet become 
popular in the industry. Serious thought was being 
given to the use of pressed board (like Masonite) 
for chassis construction, with lead foil added 
wherever shielding was absolutely necessary. 
Many of these engineering efforts wound up as 
academic exercises, as the US entered the war 
officially in December 1941, and the industry 
stopped making civilian radios altogether. Radios 
made like that probably wouldn't have survived 
for us to collect.• 
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Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month, 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 10th of the month preceding publication. 
No phone-in ads, please. but email is welcomed. 

WANTED. WWII Japanese one 
tube radio transceiver # 94-6. Need 
accessories such as generator, 
microphone, antenna, as well as 
whole or parts of radio. Any 
condition considered. Ken Pearson 
WA4DNH. 400 Oxford Rd., 
Greenville, NC 27858; 
kennethpearson@hotmail.com 

FOR SALE. EICO signal tracer, 
both audio and visual monitors, w/ 
leads and manual, $30.00; Heathkit 
five-inch oscilloscope, Model 0M-
3, leads, no manual, $30.00; PACO 
VTVM, leads, no manual, $20.00; 
RCA RF signal generator, WR-
50B, leads, no manual, $25.00; 
Sencor "Cricket" in- or out-circuit 
transistor tester, Model TF-26, 
$20.00; HeathIcit audio oscillator, 
Model A0-1, leads, no manual, 
$30.00; BK solid state tube tester, 
Model #667, (new) $30.00; RCA 
RF-AF generator, Model SC-83, no 
leads or manual. $30.00; Rider 
trouble shooting manuals vols. 
10,12,13 & 14, $20.00 ea.; 
"Gelasco" portable reel to reel tape 
recorder (vintage), with leather 
carrying case, mfg. by American 
Electronics, New York, NY, Serial 
#7529 (nice collectible), $40.00. 
All equipment in very good 
condition. All items plus postage. 
Stephen L. Bonino, 107 
Georgetown Road, Glassboro, N.J. 
08028 phone: 1-856-881-0244; 
email: slbon@erols.com. 

FOR SALE. Used tubes: 280, $ 10-
$40; 245, $20-$70; 2A3, $30; 2A3 
single plate, $75; 50ST, $ 120; 45 
ST, $ 10-30; plus many others. 
NOS RCA 2A3, $60; 12A ST, $20; 
6JE6, $30; 6I(136, $30; plus many 
others; no lists available. 
Ray Schmidt 
2310 12 Street SW 
Austin, MN 55912 
(507) 433-3250 

NOTICE TO RADIOACTIVITY 
2001 FLEA-MARKETERS. 
There has been a bit of confusion 
regarding flea market spaces this 
year. All spaces are $ 10 each, first-
come, first- served. Some 
prospective attendees have paid 
$12 per space, and their extra $2 
per space will be refunded at the 
registration desk. Sorry for any 
inconvenience. 

HELP! I am trying to find anyone 
in the Baltimore area who can fix 
1935 Philco. Do you know anyone 
that can do this job? Thank you for 
your help. Joan Miller, joan@toad. 
net. 

WANTED. Vintage broadcast 
television camera, B&W or color, 
as well as any documentation. Will 
pay cash or trade. Also, early 
television receivers and 
documentation also wanted. Please 
email or call. Marty Mintzell, 4900 
King Solomon Drive, Annandale, 
VA 22003; 703-323-8262; email 
marty@itgonline.com 

MESSAGE. Subscribe to 
The Electronics Collector 
magazine. For collectors, buyers, 
sellers and restorers of vintage ham 
equipment, tube/transistor 
radios and more. Articles/ 
classifieds. US subscription 
$24.95. Sample free. PO Box 43 
Live Oak, FL 32064-0043. 
rmorison@suwanneevalley.net 

FOR SALE. Radios, radios, 
radios. Tube sets, transistor sets, 
table models, portables, deco, 
wood, plastic, Catalin, 
communications, audio, tubes. 
National NC- 173, excellent, with 
speaker and manual, $ 195. 
National 183D, excellent, with 
manual, $275. 01-As, guaranteed 
good, $ 12.50. RCA globe 250, 
emissions test good, $ 125 (catalog 
priced at $210, used). All at 
RadioActivity2001 Flea Market, 
June 14-16. New sets put out every 
day, Thurs-Sat, by Time Out of 
Mind Radio. Be there. Look for the 
Orange VW Microbus, stop by, and 
say hi. Show special — Riders on 
CD-ROM. WANTED. Near-mint, 
mint, and NIB early quality US and 
Japanese transistor radios. 
Especially need Regency TR-1/-
1G/-4, Bulova 250, Mantola, 
Mitchell, Sony TR-63, TR-86, or 
TR-810. Hitachi TH-621, Hoffman 
solar. Best prices anywhere paid 
for your exceptional quality sets. 
Name your price for Regency TR-1 
in opalescent colors, Sony TR-33 
or TR-55. Buying all Catalins. 
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Mint National Communications 
receivers very much wanted ($$$). 
Call, email, write with asking 
price; or bring to monthly MAARC 
meeting. Time Out of Mind Radio. 
Paul Farmer, PO Box 352, 
Washington, VA 22747-0352 
(703) 960-0650; 
oldradiotime@hotmail.com. 

SALE. Many of your old time 
radio shows are available on tape 
cassettes. You select the shows you 
want and purchase them by the 
hour. Fast, friendly service. Send 
for our catalog listing over 5700 
shows arranged by category and 
title; only $2.00 postage and 
handling. Erstwhile Radio, PO Box 
2284, Peabody, MA 01960. 
SALE. Knobs, Pushbuttons, and 
1941-42 Philco escutcheons 
(reproductions) are now available. 
Contact us for specific model 
numbers on escutcheons. Larry 
Bordonaro, Old Time Replications, 
5744 Tobias Avenue, Van Nuys, 
CA 91411; 818-786-2500; 
oldtimerep@aol.com; or www. 
antiqueradiolcnobs.com. 

SERVICES OFFERED. 
Professional restorations for all 
antique table radios, consoles, 
cathedrals, tombstones, battery 
sets, and communication receivers. 
Complete overhauls. Lacquer 
sprayed hand-rubbed cabinet 
refinishing. Reasonable rates. Free 
estimates. UPS/USPS/FEDEX 
shipments accepted. All work 
guaranteed. Bob Eslinger, Antique 
Radio Restoration and Repair, 20 
Gary School Road, Pomfret Center, 
CT 06259. Hours: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., 
Tues.-Saturday. Telephone/fax 
(860) 928-2628. E-mail: 
radiodoc@neca.com. Visit us in 
CT or on the World Wide Web at 
http://users.neca.com/radiodoc/ 

Subscribe to Autocall, the official 
monthly publication of the 
Foundation for Amateur Radio, 
Inc. Call John Swafford, 703-
536-9537, to get on the mailing 
list. Only 8 bucks a year. 

INDEX AVAILABLE: New Index 
to AWA publications (OTB, AWA 
Review, etc.), 1960 through Aug. 
1999; formatted like earlier 
versions, but with new "Author" 
section; 63 pages, letter-size; over 
7000 citations, $ 12 postpaid, 
anywhere. Ludwell Sibley, 102 
McDonough Road, Gold Hill, OR 
97525. 

AUCTION. Massive antique 
radio, ham equipment, audio, and 
NASA space auction on Saturday, 
June 9, 11 am, preview 8-11 am, 
rain or shine, at Orkney Springs 
Fire Department, Bayse, Virginia, 
10 miles west of I-81, Exit 273 on 
State Road 263. Only 1.5 hours 
from the Washington Beltway. 
More details at the Museum of 
Radio & Technology website. Point 
of contact Vernon Vogt, email 
V22043@webtv.net 

WANTED. For leather Zenith 600 
series Transoceanic, antenna top, 
two knobs, plastic main front 
panel. Parts radio OK. Also need 
log for Zenith R7000 Series 
Transoceanic. Reproductions OK. 
Patrick Sena, 517 161st Avenue, 
Redington Beach, FL 33708, 727-
395-9333, email b.sena@worldnet. 
att.net 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

We received an informative letter 
from Jack Lowe regarding the 
Enigma cipher machine that was 
pictured in a March 2001 article in 
Radio Age. We'd like Jack to turn 
the letter into a nice article about 
these machines. How about it, 
Jack? 

FINALLY. And, finally, a list of 
good questions from a member, 
and these will be put to the 
membership in a forthcoming 
issue. One is quite important, 
though, and runs along these lines: 
What should a repairman do about 
the asbestos pads that were often 
put in the cabinets of old radios, 
sometimes under the chassis, 
sometimes over the tubes on the 
cabinet "ceiling?"Z 

LatlicActivitY 
2001 

MAARC's Annual Radio 
MegaMeet! 

Don't Miss It—June 14-16, 2001 

Meet Theme: Bendix Radio 

New Activities Planned 

This Year!! 

Three-day Flea Market 

Bendix Seminar 

Three Big Auctions! 

Old Equipment Contest 

l'ublic Invited to Flea Market, 
Auction, and 

Radio Road Show Events on 
Saturday 

Big Public Advertising Campaign 
Planned for Saturday 

Annual Banquet With 

Special Speaker 

Radio Repair Clinic 

Cabinet Restoration Program 

Meet Pre-registration Just $5. 

Cheapest Major Radio Event 

Anywhere! I I l f 
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Sunday, May 20 MAARC meeting at Seventh Day Adventist Church 
gym, Burtonsville, MD, 2 pm. 

Sunday, June 3 Manassas (VA) Hamfest; call Mary Lu, 
703-369-2877. 

Breezeshooters Hamfest, Butler, PA; 412-826-8006. 

Thurs.-Sat., Jun 14-16. LadicAcUvitv 2001. Same hotel as last year, 
the Sheraton College Park, 4095 Powder Mill Road, 
Beltsville, MD 20705. 

Sunday, Jul. 15 MAARC meeting at Seventh Day Adventist Church 
gym, Burtonsville, MD, 2 pm. 

Sunday, July 29 BRATS Hamfest, Timonium (MD) fairgrounds; 
410-786-6839.3 

Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club 
do Paul R. Farmer 
3005 School Street 
Alexandria, VA 22303-2412 
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